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Desktop & App
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Development

Digital transformation is the need of the hour and for a complete 

business makeover, modernizing your legacy apps and adopting 

cloud is a business imperative. This transformation needs a

carefully devised strategy that is implemented on a phased 

approach. Irrespective of which level of cloud maturity you are, our 

AWS Cloud Computing Services will help you in achieving your 

business objectives and returns you expect from your cloud 

investment. When it comes to cloud, you need to tread carefully, 

and as a cloud expert, we can help you take the right approach and 

achieve accelerated results.

“When digital transformation is done right, it’s like a caterpillar turning into a butterfly, but 

when done wrong, all you have is a really fast caterpillar.”

— George Westerman, MIT Sloan Initiative on the Digital Economy

Modernizing your legacy apps and
leveraging the benefits of cloud adoption



How can we help?
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Cloud Migration: 
A skilled partner like KOR has a vast knowledge of different 
cloud services and can advise on best migration practices. 
We will also provide you with consistent migration support, 

architectural planning and application modernization.
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architectural planning and application modernization.

Support services: 

We can manage or provide IT services to you remotely, such 
as Helpdesk, network, application, infrastructure, or 

security management, by taking full responsibility for those 
services and proactively reviewing what technologies and 

services are required to suit your needs.
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App Modernization: 
Updating legacy systems is a major undertaking, and the 

transition to the cloud can be difficult. KOR Application 
Modernization and Migration services will help you reimagine 
and rearchitect your business and IT processes with a faster 

and effective approach to modernizing outdated 
platform-based enterprise applications.
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AWS Serverless Computing:
Leverage AWS Tools such as Lambda and Amazon API

Gateway and save costs by adopting the “pay-as-you-use” 
pricing model. You can manage data and apps, without the 
need to manage servers so that you can reduce your costs 

and focus on innovating your business.
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AWS Cloud Security:
You can ensure security of your data and apps on the cloud 

with various AWS services including data management, 
compliance, data privacy, and monitoring while detecting 

threats on a real-time basis.
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Infrastructure Management Solution:

The highest degree of Managed Services we provide is fully 
managed IT services. This comprises a 24/7 monitoring 

system, monthly executive reports, quarterly meetings, and 
helpdesk support, among other things. The cost of fully 

managed services is set at a monthly rate.
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Benefits of AWS 

Large pool of 10,000+ partners and millions of customers

Extensive services:

Security:

Global Presence: 

Competitive Prices:

Industry Leader:

Huge Partner Network:

More than 200+ services to choose from

Complies with 98 security standards

Has 84 Availability Zones across 26 geographic regions

Offers cloud solutions at optimal costs with different pricing models

Pioneer of advanced cloud services including serverless computing

Interested to know more? Avail
our Complimentary Assessment

A detailed plan on 2-Day Assessment:

We meet with your Executive & Operations team to 

discuss your organizations technology goals & strategy.

We understand your current gaps or pain areas

& expectations.

We understand the need of various external integration 

models with highest level of security.

We explore the learning path to execute your migration

& develop a migration strategy.

In addition to these benefits, Korcomptenz will be able to provide 

services for backups, user management, on-prem Infrastructure 

configuration, monitoring & maintenance, as and when needed.
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Application Integration

Amazon Athena Amazon EMR

Amazon Redshift Amazon Kinesis

Amazon OpenSearch Service

Analytics

Amazon API
Gateway

AWS App Sync

Amazon
EventBridge

Amazon Simple
Notification
Service (SNS)

Amazon Simple
Queue Service (SQS)

Cloud Financial Management

AWS Billing
Conductor

AWS
CostExplorer

AWS Consolidated
Billing

AWS
ControlTower

AWS Credits

Containers

Amazon Elastic
Container Service
(ECS)

Aazon Elastic
Kubernetes
Service (EKS)

AWS Fargate
Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud
(EC2)

Amazon EC2 Spot Instances

Cloud Migration

AWS Migration
Tools & Services

AWS Migration
Acceleration
Program

AWS Migration
Competency
Partners

AWS Managed
Services

AWS Marketplace

Serverless

AWS Lambda AWS Fargate

Amazon
EventBridge

AWS Step
Functions

Security and Compliance

AWS Identity &
Access Management
(IAM)

 Amazon Cognito

AWS Security Hub

Amazon Detective Amazon GuardDuty

AWS IAM Identity
Center (successor
to AWS SSO)

DevOps

AWS
CodePipeline

AWS CodeBuild

AWS
CodeDeploy AWS CodeStar

Amazon Elastic Container Service

Amazon API Gateway

Some Services by AWS

https://aws.amazon.com/athena/?c=a&sec=srv&whats-new-cards.sort-by=item.additionalFields.postDateTime&whats-new-cards.sort-order=desc
https://aws.amazon.com/emr/?c=a&sec=srv
https://aws.amazon.com/redshift/?c=a&sec=srv
https://aws.amazon.com/kinesis/?c=a&sec=srv
https://aws.amazon.com/opensearch-service/?c=a&sec=srv
https://aws.amazon.com/api-gateway/?c=ai&sec=srvm
https://aws.amazon.com/appsync/?c=ai&sec=srvm
https://aws.amazon.com/sns/?c=ai&sec=srvm&whats-new-cards.sort-by=item.additionalFields.postDateTime&whats-new-cards.sort-order=desc
https://aws.amazon.com/sqs/?c=ai&sec=srvm
https://aws.amazon.com/eventbridge/
https://aws.amazon.com/aws-cost-management/aws-billing-conductor/
https://aws.amazon.com/ecs/?c=cn&sec=srv
https://aws.amazon.com/eks/?c=cn&sec=srv
https://aws.amazon.com/fargate/?c=cn&sec=srv
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/?c=cn&sec=srv
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/spot/?c=cn&sec=srv
https://aws.amazon.com/iam/identity-center/?c=sc&sec=srv
https://aws.amazon.com/iam/?c=sc&sec=srv
https://aws.amazon.com/cognito/?c=sc&sec=srv
https://aws.amazon.com/security-hub/?c=sc&sec=srv
https://aws.amazon.com/iam/?c=sc&sec=srv
https://aws.amazon.com/iam/identity-center/?c=sc&sec=srv



